INTERIOR FABRIC SHADING

DECORATIVE ELEMENT
OF EVERY HOME
Interior fabric shading effectively regulates the amount of light in the room
and contributes to the atmosphere of every home. It is an ideal addition
to external shading. You can choose from a wide range of colours,
patterns and fabric types, as well as types of shading. Whether you select
fabric roller shutters, vertical blinds, pleated blinds or Japanese sliding
panels. Every type of shading is made to measure with a 4-year warranty.

CLIMAX
INTERIOR FABRIC SHADING
• traditional way of shading interiors
• regulate the amount of light and complete the harmony of the entire interior
• they are suitable for all types of windows
• with a suitably chosen type of blind and fabric, they prevent the interior from overheating

Main advantages

Elegant accessory

Protects privacy
and against the sun

Shading of large areas

Main types of interior fabric shading

Fabric roller
shutters
Climax fabric roller shutters
protect against the sun rays
and curious neighbours.
They smoothly regulate
incoming daylight in the
interior. They are not only
suitable for apartments and
houses but also commercial
buildings. Thanks to a rich
selection of fabrics, you can
combine them precisely
with other accessories
in the room. They give
a living room a level of
cosiness, while supporting
creativity in the children´s
bedroom. Climax also
manufactures night
and day fabric roller
shutters. On the Varieta
roller shutters with
Zebra fabric, full stripes
interchange
with transparent ones.

Vertical blinds

Pleated blinds

Vertical blinds are a
decorative and practical
shading element. They
are ideal for shading
French windows, sliding
doors or large glazed
areas. They find their use
not only in households
and offices but also in
schools and hospitals.
Vertical blinds are also
suitable for partitioning
large floor areas, such as
corridors, halls, schools
and healthcare facilities.

Pleated blind is
characterized by a pleated
fabric. Unlike other types
of fabric shading, it can be
pulled in both directions
on the window. It is
an elegant and practical
solution for shading all
types of windows. It will fit
perfectly into any atypical
window shape, with a
diagonal or arch. It is
suitable for apartments,
family homes and offices.
Pleated blinds can
also be used
to shade roof windows and
conservatories.

Japanese sliding
panels
Japanese sliding panels
from Climax are a modern
method of interior shading.
Japanese sliding panels
comprise of fabric panels
and a riding rail.
In households, they can
easily provide shading to
large glazed surfaces.
They are also suitable for
separating areas in an
apartment or room and for
partitioning corridors, halls,
large offices, areas
in hospitals and schools.

Vertical fabric roller shutters
APOLLO

ORION

CALYPSO

V-63

VARIETA
TYPES OF VARIETA BOXES

square
box

design box

Fabric roller shutters for roof windows
FANTAZIE

TITAN

round
box

without
a box

Pleated blind
It‘s characterized by its variability. It is an ideal type of shading for any atypical window shape
and window with diagonal. Pleated blinds can also be used to shade roof windows and conservatories.

Vertical blinds / Japanese sliding panels
Both of these types of interior fabric shading are suitable for optical devision of a room.
They can also be used in offices, surgery or schools.

Types of fabric

Transparent

Semi-transparent

Transparent fabrics are used
as a decorative accessory.
They can make every
interior cozy and color
complete.

Semi-transparent fabrics are
being used mainly
for shading, but
at the same time partly still
transmit light into the room.

Complete black out
(blackout fabric)
Complete blackout fabrics
will not release any light into
the room. They are used
wherever you are after
a complete darkness.

Fabric roller
shutters varieta
zebra
Fabric roller shutter Zebra is
also known as the night and
day type. The double fabric
provides two functions at
the same time. When the full
bands overlap, light enters
the room over transparent
bands.

Control types
Manual - crank with gearbox
Motoric - electric motor 230 V
with the possibility of control with:
• switch
• automatic control
• remote control
• smart mobile device
(Tahoma system)

Color options
Everyone can choose from our wide range of colors and shades!
You will find shades of white or silver in the main offer
of construction colors. We have over 300 different colors
and patterns for fabrics. If you are unsure about choosing the right
color, visit a store of one of our partners. They will show you our
color collections and will be happy to advise you on your choice

Your CLIMAX partner:

The data given in this material is purely informative.
For more details on design options of this product and other
products of SERVIS CLIMAX a.s., please contact our
nearest business partner. You will find the complete offer,
including technical support on the website www.climax.cz

For more information go to www.climax.cz

